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Námořní pěchota Spojených států amerických v úterý zatkla zástupce

ředitele CDC Toma Shimabukura na základě obvinění z velezrady

poté, co obdržela vojenský zatykač potvrzující, že kybernetické velení

americké armády zachytilo telefonní hovor, ve kterém přiznal, že

vakcíny proti Covid-19 stále způsobují nevolnost a zabíjejí americké

občany.

Zdroj z kanceláře generála Erica M. Smitha řekl Real Raw News, že

Cyber   Command loni v listopadu odposlouchával telefony

Shimabukuro poté, co se ředitelka CDC Rochelle Walensky vyhnula
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zatčení tím, že utekla z USA do Bruselu. Dodal, že White Hats byli

přesvědčeni, že despotická Walensky prosadí kontrolu nad agenturou

na dálku a udrží kontakt se svou pravou rukou.

"Je autoritářská." Nehodlala se vzdát kontroly nad zločineckou

agenturou, které pomohla vybudovat to, co je dnes. Aby to dokázala,

musela by zůstat v kontaktu s Atlantou,“ řekl o Walenském náš zdroj.

Cyber   Command použilo „nekonvenční“ prostředky k odposlechu

linek v centrále CDC v Atlantě a tří osobních telefonních čísel

registrovaných na Shimabukuro. Také „chytili“ jeho známé e-mailové

adresy.

Digitální sledování však mělo monitorovat Walenského, ne

Shimabukuro – White Hats doufal, že zjistí, zda Walensky

nepozorovaně proklouzl do USA nebo z něj, a pokud ano, vymyslí

plán, jak ji chytit. Až do minulého týdne byla nejusvědčujícím

důkazem proti Shimabukurovi, který vede Úřad pro bezpečnost

imunizace, jeho podíl na všudypřítomné cenzuře lékařských

profesionálů, kteří zpochybňovali příběh CDC.

Podle našeho zdroje Cyber   Command zachytil několik kódovaných e-

mailů a hlasových hovorů mezi opovrženíhodným párem.

Komunikovali nerozluštitelným, neinteligentním blábolem, často

diskutovali o oblíbených domácích mazlíčcích, počasí, preferovali

nealkoholické nápoje a bonbóny a další nesmyslná témata, zdánlivě

proto, aby zakryli skutečnou povahu svých dialogů.

"Chlapi z Cyber   Command jsou zatraceně dobří v luštění šifer, ale v

tomto případě byli zmařeni." V lednu byly jejich hovory o něco

častější. A Shimabukuro zněl stále nervózněji. Něco nefungovalo.

Nikdo nezní vyděšeně, když mluví o tom, jak má rád Coca-Colu a ne

Pepsi,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Při hovoru z 8. ledna se zdálo, že znatelně rozrušený Shimabukuro

má potíže s pochopením všeho, co se mu Walensky, mluvený kódem,

snažil sdělit, a v jednu chvíli hovoru předal kódované bláboly.
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„Proč k tobě nemůžu? Začíná se tu oteplovat,“ řekl a vyzval

Walenského, aby hovor ukončil.

"Měl problémy porozumět jejímu pitomosti, jako by zapomněl, jak to

interpretovat, nebo si to dostatečně nenacvičili," řekl náš zdroj.

Při telefonátu z 18. ledna Shimabukuro zcela zkolaboval a řekl

anglicky: „...Sněmovna bude vědět, že víme, že vakcíny způsobily

nenapravitelné škody více než 500 000 lidí. Když to zjistí, jsem v

prdeli, zatímco ty jsi v bezpečí. Slíbil jsi, že budeme chráněni, že já

budu chráněn."

"Ty idiote," odpověděl Walensky a zavěsil.

Cyber   Command poslalo přiznání Shimabukura k vině jak generálu

Smithovi, tak viceadministrátorovi Darse E. Crandallovi, kteří

souhlasili, že přiznání představuje akt zrady, protože odporovalo

tvrzením režimu, že vakcíny způsobují vedlejší účinky pouze u

0,0028 % očkovaných lidí. Navíc to prokázalo, že Walensky a

Shimabukuro se účastnili rozsáhlého spiknutí s cílem oklamat

americkou veřejnost, aby věřila, že vakcíny jsou bezpečné a účinné.

Viceadmirál Crandall podepsal zatykač a námořní pěchota pod

velením generála Smitha začala sledovat Shimabukura a učila se jeho

zvykům a denním rutinám.

31. ledna Marines zatkl Shimabukura poblíž jeho domova v Atlantě,

když jel do centrály CDC.

"Shimabukuro neodporoval, neprotestoval." Ve skutečnosti se zdálo,

že se mu téměř ulevilo. Nevím, co řekl vyšetřovatelům, ale zdá se, že

je to ten typ chlapa, který se pokusí uzavřít dohodu, pokud mu bude

nabídnuta. Chceme Walenského, ale je to dobrý začátek,“ řekl náš

zdroj.

(Návštíveno 56 301krát, dnes 2 700 návštěv)
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I am making $100 an hour working from home. I never imagined

that it was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning

$16,000 a month by working on a laptop, that was truly astounding

for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it simply. Everybody must

try this job now by just

 
using this website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 11 hours ago by Delavic

We are STILL and will ALWAYS be a FREE NATION run by LAWS,

one of which is the right to a trial. In this case, the TRIAL is a

Military Tribunal, a fair hearing in which evidence will be presented

and he will have a chance to present any evidence to contradict the

evidence offered. If convicted of treason, THEN execution is

appropriate but NOT until!

The Laws of Armed Conflict are a little different when the defendants

are classified an Enemy Combatant. These traitors are all Enemy

Combatants because they committed treason in a time of war

(constant state of war since 3 days after 9/11).

 
(There is a distinction between a military tribunal and a court

martial. A military tribunal is designed to prosecute enemy

combatants under the laws of armed conflict during wartime.

Civilians can be detained indefinently at Guantanamo, since after

9/11, by order of George W. Bush. American citizens who collaborate

with the enemy during wartime are considered enemy combatants

and are treated differently.)

Is that what Paul Nancy’s husband is? Is he still down at gitmo?

Since his wife was is it was and enemy combatant to all the US

citizens.

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Since 1863 actually, Lincolns Gen Order 100, aka Lieber code! Yeah

it’s been a long time coming, but as they say, “It’s Showtime!” We

have lived our entire lives under War Powers!

Maybe you’ve missed the summer of love, BLM riots and antifa being

allowed to hurt, kill and destroy businesses without so much as a

night in jail.

There’s someone named Anna del Castillo who feels sorry for George

Floyd but never mentioned the victims of Antifa or BLM. How dumb.

You had BLM and Antifa riots in Canada as well? I thought it was

just Justin Trudeau very stupidly cracking down on the truckers

peacefully protesting. .

Some people are so susceptible to brainwashing that they get hit by

the admittedly extremely loud and obnoxious US media, even while

living in Europe or elsewhere. Whatever nonsense Americans are

doing, Europeans get a sad and pathetic version of it.

IF any bail was required , it was posted by NGOs or marxist ,

communist zionist jew politicians.

Summer and Love were driven over one night that summer; one

died.

https ://files.catbox.moe/pberc6.mp4

ABSOLUTELY CORRECT. The United States is a NATION run by the

RULE of RACKETS , THE SYSTEM of LAWS are in reality a SYSTEM

OF RACKETS, PLIED BY RACKETEERS posing as lawyers ,

attorneys , judges , and prosecutors ALL OF THEM RACKETEERS.

The so -called JUSTICE SYSTEM is ONE HUGE RACKETEERING

ENTERPRISE. Any Americans thinking other wise are IGNORANT

or FOOLS.
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The rule of rackets is also based and judged on one’s financial status

and situation, or rank achieved in the masses due to a shit load of

money. Once one achieves 10 million dollars from a business or

corruption, then you get to enjoy status with fancy gadgets, a big ass

house and you indirectly get inducted into various clubs to be “cool”

as a high roller…..

Our US Military is Constitutionally mandated to war against this

enemy or enemies, defend the people, conduct this war against the

enemy until they are destroyed and the people no longer under

attack.

After 911, Congress passed the Authorization of Use of Military

Force, War on Terrorism, on September 14, 2001, became law on

September 18, 2001. (Law of Armed Conflict) (still in effect)

American citizens who collaborate with the enemy can be considered

“enemy combatants”. (Johnson vs Eisenstrager (339 US 763 1950))

There is no constitutional right to collaborate with the enemy against

the American government, and American citizens can be prosecuted

by the US Military as “enemy combatants”. (Hamdi vs Rumsfeld (03-

6696 6-28-2004))

 
Remove 2 spaces

 
https ://www .youtube.com/watch?v=nfEO48_cvMY

You are preaching to the choir, ma’am…. My remarks presumed the

man will be found guilty at his tribunal…. Good evening.

ENEMY COMBATANTS DO NOT HAVE TO BE GIVEN TRIALS OR

TRIBUNALS , ENEMY COMBATANTS CAN BE KILLED AND

EXECUTED ON THE FIELD OF BATTLE, THIS HAS ALREADY

BEEN EXECUTED BY PREVIOUS ADMINISTRATIONS, SO

ENOUGH PEDDLING OF YOUR BULLSHIT , LINDA.
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In a Military Tribunal they present you with the Evidence when they

present you with their Evidence it’s because the prisoner has no

Evidence. Once the Military is involved your toast and has their

Evidence on you it’s because they have it all. One is not brought into

GITMO for nothing. Military Law is completely different than regular

Federal Law. One is only arrested and sent to GITMO because they

HAVE Committed Treason, Sedition and Crimes Against Humanity.

One is only in there because it is absolutely appropriate to Execute.

Have some only been given life?, yes, but, even those who have been

given life have some how died which I find interesting. Maybe an

“act” of GOD of sorts.

BTW Shimabukuro as well as Walensky violated the Nuremburg

Code so ya they both will be Executed for what they did. I personally

want nothing less because my husband, my 2 Sons, Daughter and

Son In Law took the death shots and boosters so ya I want Justice for

what they did to my family.

Good! That witch got my hackles up…she ranks right up there with

Maxine waters and killary.

Probably a CIA safe house or in Isrealhell where she is protected by

the Zionist cabal.

Where all jew criminals , PEDOPHILES and other DS traitors go for

sanctuary , the zionist satanist parasite state of Israel. She is

probably staying in TRUMP HEIGHTS , living HIGH on the HOG in

the parasite kosher state , golf , spa , fun in the sun poolside, giving

plenty of blow jobs and having joyous anal sex, while her hubby

watches. LoL

US Cyber Command , the NSA, the NRO can track and isolate the

source of phone communications without a problem. They know

right where Walensky is located and she is in Israel. The US Military

is NOT divulging her whereabouts.
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even that the case. ukraine is not part of russia. stop trying to unite

them.

quit wanting another 74 yrs of russia being an empire. why do you

want russia as an empire again?

Ukraine is part of Russia and never left when they had the chance

years ago.

eggzactly. Ukraine is part of russia, it never defined its borders or UN

charter. It was run by NATO since WWII. This is where Hitler got his

most fiercest fighters for the NAZIs.

Ukraine has never been under NATO control, NATO was started in

1949. Ukraine was part of the Soviet Union till their break up in 1991.

And Shushkevich was one of the worst. He killed many thousands of

people in Poland and collaborated with the Nazis and the Banderites,

that traitor!! Z-bitch the US flag thief promoted a postage stamp

honoring him, which is an insult to all the loving and generous wives

and moms in Poland who graciously and freely invited the Ukrainian

families into their homes and other safe harbor from the war zone.

They left baby prams at the train station so the women with babies

could travel more easily as they escape the threats. They will be

blessed beyond their wildest dreams, God will not forget their

goodness.

so why should Ukraine part of russia? cause a russian say so? so

basically no one around that are is allowed to feel free? that doesn’t

sound like freedom of speech. sound like a slave.

imagine you would start killing anybody who doesn’t agree with

russian, chinese and american.

last i check russia, china and america are not rulers of the world.

russia doesn’t have the authority who can or be what. russia don’t get

to decide someone race or language. do you just want 3 languages?
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sounds boring.

go ahead kill all of us europeans, japanese and Canadians off the ma[

and see how that works for you genocide freak.

UN charter sections 106 and 107 MORON! Russia has every right

and is exercising that right ! You might want to exercise your right to

remain silent?

You should take that up with Puerto Rico , Guam , Hawaii , American

Samoa, Solomon Islands

Just another Godless Satanic Worshipping Russia hater because

Russia is no longer your precious coveted Authoritarian Cultural

Marxist Hellhole called The USSR!

She/he is a black tranny and when [it’s] caught and arrested, will put

a scream and kick fest tirade at Crandall’s social reckoning session

for the wicked tart and she/he’s famous last words at the gallos, will

be at least 6 expletives of various notes of G flat..or perhaps….scream

out of key….

Well, they’ll get Walensky soon enough and I just hope the Michael

Baxter gets a detailed play-by-play because its going to be

entertaining when they apprehend that fat, self-righteous tranny. It’ll

be one article I’ll enjoy reading. Likewise with the tribunal hearing.

Are you saying Walensky is a tranny? It seems there are so many of

them. If true, I didn’t know that. I believe Kamala is one as well…

Kamal Aroush …the real name.

yes kamala harris is a man n was not born in this country but she/he

was already delt with

His name is Kamal Kororsch, not sure how to spell the last name, he

was born in Benghazi…not a American born citizen.

Did you check her genital close-up? A pussy or a black or brown

dick????
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You guys need to come up with the actual genital pictures to validate

your claim that kamala is A BIOLOGICAL MAN

There are lots of pictures as a man and then when she/he

transitioned into a CUNT. do a bit of research and you will be

disgusted or not. Maybe you are into this shit. If you are a heeb, this

will be right up your alley.

A gay man posing as a bitch, she/he worked it’s way up the ladder

giving blow jobs reportedly and being pegged.

So was Jacenda Adern of New Zealand, that used to be Jack Adern,

that just fled to”get out of Dodge” and also was a WEF’er Ninety two

percent of New Zealanders were vaxed and the “Big Ugly” die off has

started….Man, the WEF show is’a collapsing a’mighty, next will be

True-doe, another sexual deviant that is trying to plan his exit

escape…..somewhere. All of these psychopathic deviant WEF rulers

can no longer get off the planet to hide out on the Moon or Mars like

in the old days using China Lake base stargate portals, because the

white hats have blocked those exits now…TS…that means,”Tuff

situation”…

What did you hear or read about Kamala? I’d not read anything here

on RRN about any military intervention surrounding her.

Yes mark, most are, it’s all part of the illusion.

 
Most of the hottest actresses were born male.

 
Look close at Willy’s wife Kate Middleton.

 
The Hands, the length of arms, the size of hips, etc.

NO not in Hollywood and entertainment, music industry. Even

Playboy was using trannys starting in the 1990’s reportedly. Heff was

a twisted fuckhead lowlife too, and he is a jew. Demented like no

bodies business. he was into beastiality , liked watching chicks get

fucked by animals, FUCKING TWISTED KIKE , FROM CHICAGO

NO LESS
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Also, the biggest shocker, Harry’s Megan was also born a man.

He/she’s considered to be state of the art MK-Ultra product.

He/she’s also programmed to kill (assassinate) a target on subliminal

command. Trump made sure when he visited England that she was

not when he was there out of concern she was going to be used to

assassinate Trump. Q posted about this.

If Trump had any nads he would have invited the he/she cunt over

and slit its throat.

Same shit for Harry, he married a dude, ROYALS are all twisted

satanist fuckhead lowlifes. How about Charles, does anyone one

think Lady Camila is a broad, really look at that horse face. Sorry I

say this but not to demean horses. Charles gives up Diana for horse

face? Chuck does dick , he fears pussy.

I think whoever posted that Walensky is fat, is visualizing someone

else

 
Walensky has dark hair and is thin framed

She/he is also quite ugly too. I wonder if he/she was a groaner, or a

squealor, then…

Just a thought from your comment, any chance the JAG tribunals

would also expose the real sex of some of these questionable

characters, a simple DNA male or female test? What say you Michael

Baxter? Just asking for a friend.

They will most likely get the Walensky clone captured in Alaska,

tribunal and execute the clone , and celebrate while the real

Walensky lives it up in jewland still collecting her paychecks ,

retirement , benefits while living in…….jewland. She will possibly be

elected the Mayor of TRUMP HEIGHTS. The Donald will even drop

by to pay his respects and kiss her ass for some deal he conjures up.
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No. Justice is BEST when it is EQUALLY and HONESTLY applied,

according to the law and the Constitution. The ONLY reason these

folks are feeling AMBUSHED is because they didn’t expect to be

CAUGHT!

These ASSHOLES will get the same ” honest ” treatment they dealt

out to their victims . you can report that back to your zionist satanist

deranged degenerate jew controllers.

How come it is taking so long to defeat the Globalist NWO?

 
Is Vladimir Putin allied with Commander-in Chief Trump? Yes. In

Ukraine, Putin is taking down the US biological warfare labs, the

Nazis of Soros, rescuing Russians in Eastern Ukraine and the

Donbas, and now has destroyed what is likely a US Adrenochrome

producing child torture facility. Children are still being rescued by

the thousands by Putin in Ukraine, by other white hats all over the

world. We are winning this war. Many JAG courts on US bases

around the Earth are trying almost a thousand guilty treasonous

criminals each month. The military is the only way to achieve justice

and destroy this satanic cult.

We do not know how many courts have been conducting ‘genocide

trials’ of their own traitors in other alliance nations, which would be

a lot of trials, with the membership about 100 nations out of a total

of 193 nations all over the Earth. Of course, our enemy FAKE

Newsmedia, owned by the Globalist NWO tyrants, would not utter

one peep about ‘trials’ of their masters. A few trials in some nations

have been published in the alternate free press

 
It is an ongoing war, winning battle after battle against an

entrenched enemy that has been preparing for this war for thousands

of years. We have all of the evidence needed, but no honest Judicial

system, no honest mainstream Newsmedia, to bring the evidence

before the American people. Do people comprehend how difficult

that is? The people have to be awakened and have to agree that the

Deep-State system has to be thoroughly destroyed.
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Therefore, the indicted criminals are arrested by the military, hauled

off to the military JAG courts to be brought to justice in secret. The

military does not have the cooperation of thousands of state, local,

federal law enforcement agencies, state, local, federal justice

department investigators, FBI investigators, to assist them. Do

people comprehend how difficult that is? Would impatient people

rather speed up the process and half the scum, half the child

destroyers, half the depopulation murderers, half the traitors, escape

justice? No, lets hang them all.

Because they are HUGE; They have INFINITE RESOURCES…Come

ON! Oh I apologize. You asked the question rhetorically and are

answering it! Good job.

Last edited 14 hours ago by Jan D Hunsinger

God Almighty has power over satan and his army, the hang up is that

man has free choice. And according to what God has revealed there

are many who made the choice to follow satan and his money trail.

However, God never fails, keep the faith.

No, I am not impatient, but I would appreciate a sign from time to

time, a sign that I could see and hear even in this world of CGI. Such

a sign might be for our hero president to say during a rally that he

has a “shout-out” for Patriot Michael R. Davis. That would be loud

and clear enough for me. wwg1wga

simonparkes.org/post/15th-january-2023-update-current-news – I

listened to today and felt he showed very well not just how and why

things have to move slowly, but also how we can see there really is a

seismic shift of consciousness happening among “normies”, and that

the awakening is happening for reasons we may hate but

nevertheless is about the only real way of delivering the goods ie

getting people to wake up. Oh, and this needs to happen because the

alternative would be a lot more bloody.
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Astronomically speaking, look to the 3rd week in March 2023 for

energies to pick up the pace here on Earth. Transformation within

governments worldwide is approaching. The last time this happened

was in 1775 when dictator-type leaders were brutally murdered or

disappeared in the dead of night. We are at the precipice of a rebirth

here in the USA while other nations will fall flat on their faces. “First

in first out” That doesn’t mean every state will continue having a star

on the flag. A rebirth does not mean an identical carbon copy of what

we once had. It’s obvious which states are no longer American

leaning. The original 13 colonies are now slums. We don’t want to

take the human baggage into our future, The past is being left

behind……better days are ahead.

You are so right the pieces of the puzzle are starting to really fall in

place and it will be a wonderful world in which to live in and be truly

free… The Med Beds are coming and so much good will come with

that… WWG1WGA and NCSWIC Thank You Michael Baxter for all

your thought provoking and detailed reporting… Thank you so much.

It’s always good to plant the seeds of truth when ever possible. And

hope the seeds take root. A population so brainwashed it won’t be

easy.

Well they could have taken down at least some of the msm, but they

still have done NOTHING in that department, DJT uttering FAKE

NEWS , FAKE NEWS accomplished NOTHING, apparently that was

part of “the plan ” accomplish NOTHING.

I suppose the plan is that if it we’re to go public, all the 10’s of

thousands of satanic, lying, murderous traitor-rats would jump ship

to South America like the Nazis did and they’d take their loot with

them.

I’ve been as impatient as anyone but I’m glad they’re playing a

quality war, not a sloppy reckless war.
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I have heard far worse, they could go down into their underground

bunkers and they have the means of killing all life on the planet…

These entities have enough supplies to live a very long time in their

extravagant bunkers and cities under our feet… The White Hats are

playing a game of chess, moves and counter moves. They have the

looking Glass technology which has helped them to get to where we

are right now.

White hats have destroyed many DUMBs, deep down Bunkers, some

with the 13-blood-line families, super-rich Globalist families in them,

buried under thousands of tons of rock, or flooded with water.

Hmm project looking glass…. any proof??? Easy to hear but have a

hard time to proof of its existence.

Those “bunkers ” for the most part have been ELIMINATED over the

last few years. What is going on here is called slow playing.

The NAZIs where facilitated by the VATICAN and JESUIT ORDERS

and the ALLIES, it is called OPERATION PAPERCLIP. See if ” they ”

go public the public might just do something about and ” they ” will

not be in control, see that is what is going on here. The public might

just kill and wipe these lowlife degenerate cock-suckers out for good,

and ” they ” can’t have that.

The thousands of state , local, Federal law enforcement agencies , the

same for department investigators , the same for the courts , justices,

prosecutors , clerks of the court , bureaucracies and political bodies

are festooned with the same criminally corrupt ASSHOLES and are

co-conspirators in the TREASON , SEDITION , TERRORIST ACTS

and CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY AND THE MONEY

LAUNDERING and numerous other nefarious other criminal

activities. These are the HENCHMEN for the Deep State lowlifes and

they must be taken -out and taken down simultaneously. This has to

be a coordinated effort and the TRUSTED US MILITARY will at

some point have to enlist the help of others most probably starting
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with TRUSTED US MILITARY VETERANS that are up for this effort

, this could very well be in the works at this time , or not, But this will

have to happen at some point as very many states , counties and

municipalities are thoroughly criminally corrupt and criminally

compromised and this is what augments the Deep State as well,

especially concerning the election process.

Along that same topic in Southern CA they released 1,500 cases that

were to be prosecuted in court, they say, due to a lack of judges to

hear those cases, so criminals are not even being prosecuted for their

crimes. And with the amount of corruption in said systems, how

many are going back to the streets to prey on yet another victim? We

need things cleaned up in the deep state STAT, the citizens are at risk

daily just leaving their homes!

EXACTLY, as I said , this is the shit that augments the Deep State,

this is why simultaneous operations need to be conducted by White

Hats and TRUSTED US Military. It is not going to work if they are

just working from one end of this heinous problem, otherwise this

will never end.

Agreed. Soros has funded campaigns of countless numbers of DA’s in

these counties and municipalities who are radical anti-crime idiots.

Letting hardened criminals go free and pursuing law-abiding citizen

gun-owners who have defended their property and selves against

criminals. He funded that dumb ass Foxx DA in Chicago who was

involved in the Smollett MAGA hoax.

JFK Jr. says Sorass was hung January 2023? Posted on Telegram

earlier this month! That is why he wasn’t in Davos, he is dead!

They should have stuffed a pike up Soros ass and paraded that evil

satanist , zionist jew fuck through the streets of Davos, they should

have done the same with Klaus kike as well. Let the WEF ASSHOLES

GET A GANDER what is in store for them.
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yes I live in Chicago, and the Smollett thing was just a distraction

from all the seriously heinous shit that was and is going on. Smollett

was small potatos. Very heinous shit was going on long before Kim

Foxx was elected, The States attorneys before Foxx where

ABSOLUTE vial evil criminals, Anita M. Alvarez TOTALLY

CRIMINALLY CORRUPT and CRIMINALLY COMPROMISED, NO

GOOD FUCKING CUNT, and all the rest going down the list for

DECADES, all of them criminals. The COOK County Judiciary more

of the same degenerate evil criminally corrupt and compromised

heinous shit, for decades. This is why Chicago and Cook County is

suck a VIOLENT AND CRIMINALLY CORRUPT SHIT HOLE. In

early 2012 US Intelligence agencies knew that over two thirds of the

Chicago police department were SERIOUSLY CRIMINALLY

CORRUPT AND COMPROMISED, that means that over 8000

thousand cops with badges , weapons and police powers were run

amok on the streets, That is what they knew m the numbers could

well be much higher. Federal, state , county and municipal law

enforcement in Chicago and Illinois are criminally corrupt and

compromised, ENTIRELY, This is COPS , INVESTIGATORS ,

PROSECUTORS , JUDGES , CLERKS OF THE COURT ETC. EVEN

ATTORNEYS , LAWYERS AND LAW FIRMS ARE CRIMINALLY

CORRUPT AND COMPROMISED, THIS IS FACT.

Soros died at gitmo of a massive heart attack, a few years back, after

his capture in 6-30 in Jew York city. His clones don’t include his

baggy eye lids either, or his dumpy posture either……

Unfortunately the corruption runs deep and wide down to the local

levels where city councils and county governments have been

completely corrupted ! Just look at Nevada county California, as

their template for destruction of every county government in

California. But the people are fighting back!

A MSM take down and an EBS is the only thing that will force the

MK ultra controlled population out of their hypno-trance. BUT… it

has to be done in such a way that the demotards and lefttards cannot
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claim that it’s a “far right trumper” coupe. Videos of confessions,

executions will have to be shown. AND…a very well produced re-

education about the REAL world,

I think there will always be a certain amount of people who won’t be

convinced about the lies and deceit of the deep state no matter what

comes on TV, but I think certainly will help wake many who are a

little bit more open minded.

Yeah. I live a few miles north of a large Midwest city in another state

but get their new cast. Supposedly the school system is finding gun in

the elementary schools more like planted guns. These started when

the new mayor got sworn in. Jewish mayor which must be a

coincidence that your not suppose to talk about. You know how that

works.

 
Heard to many stories from Australia when they confiscated their

guns and the pedo gang popped up. Children being torn from the

family’s. Heart breaking

Is that why they are taking the guns? We all thought it was all about

getting everybody locked up in FEMA camps and killed by jab

genocide so they can;t fight back! Horrible!

This is why the establishment inbred jews and others want to disarm

the public and citizenry, so they cannot stop these pedophile

criminals, sexual predators and other VIOLENT OFFENDERS and

their henchmen , serving in law enforcement, prosecutors , the

judiciary , the bureaucracy and political establishments

so basic ally Ukrainians that are there get killed off cause they aint

russian?

Russians are killing Nazis and US bioweapons scientists. Nazis are

killing Ukrainians and Russian Ukrainians in Eastern Ukraine. As

soon as the last Soros Nazi is dead and NATO Globalists driven out,

Ukrainians will be free, just like Crimea.
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free? no they won’t when getting ruled by russian. soon they can only

watch russian tv all day long.

your probably cool with russians telling others how to live too.

after all only russians can be the onwer of europe too right cause they

aint christian?

imagine forcing everybody to believe in russian laws. jackass.

YOU ARE A FUCKHEAD, Russians are the Christians ,and muslims.

The Ukrainians doing the ethnic cleansing are zionist satanist jews

and Ultra rightwing NAZI jews. You know this, you are just here to

push buttons and cause shit, as a fuckhead propagandist.

NO moron, people living in Ukraine of Russian decent and ancestry

,and those that speak Russian are being ELIMINATED and

GENOCIDED. This is one of the main reasons for Russia’s incursion

in to Ukraine to PROTECT THESE PEOPLE, same for the PEOPLE

in CRIMEA, to protect them from Nazi, zionist jew marxist

communists of Ukraine.

These Entities have been here for thousands of years and have slowly

taken over every part of all governments in all countries… I have

heard that since Abraham Lincoln’s time he had started with Military

intelligence. Eisenhower had warned us in this last speech before

leaving office… JFK actually created the “Q” Military intelligence

group… The “Q” drops were Military intelligence given to those that

followed the drops in order to start WAKING the POPULATION UP

to the immense wrong doing that have been done of all the people of

the world… We are so close now please pray that all the great

Militaryes that are working with the allegiance to free our Country

and the Planet freedom for all…

The entities are zionist jews , practitioners of Judaism, satanist

jews.marxist communists . DO NOT BE SHY , YOU SHOULD CALL

THEM OUT.
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Hospitals, jails, prisons, mental hospitals, homes for mental people,

whatever institutions are arm stabbing and nasal swabbing to this

day. I just went to Pen Mar a small mental hospital on Cogswell Rd in

El Monte, Los Angeles CA today Feb 2, 2023 and a lady ran outside

after me hollering “excuse me, I need to take your temperature!” Like

there’s a cov19 threat ongoing now. I’m sick of this and I know the

people in those places are there most often because of being drugs

and sex crazies,mtrying to make that lifestyle a thing for life.

I would like anybody to be allowed to sucker punch people at these

institutions fornasking for temperatures, swabs and stabs.

All the workers are forcing and tricking the inmates or patients.

We need a place to turn them in and I have been reading the

unstabbed ones are sure to be guilty of not allowing patients and

inmates to say no. What is this murder in progress and we have to

allow it?

OK what does the military and realrawnews say we can do about this

ongoing insanity? By now these so called medical and other

institutions should be cleaning out people’s blood with the antidotes

and recalled all these fake nasal swabs to the garbage, especially

when they want up in anybodies bodies. The control freaks at

institutions love being the one to please the bosses. Someone is

obviously getting paid extra to stab and swab while others are afraid

of losing their jobs. But the game is ongoing. Now what can people

do about blood full of junk? Trapped in institutions they are getting

no blood purification help and weirdos stabbing and swabbing in the

name of authorities. Lawyers, doctors, military or police are doing

nothing and possibly think it’s less harm than it is.

‘Why can’t the military send official cease and desist emails to stop

taking orders from CDC, WHO, etc? How about put RRN on official

military approved seal stationary?
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The drumbeat continues.

Quicken the tempo!

Increase the momentum!

 
Thank You for the great work White Hats!

Thank You Michael Baxter!

I think it began with Fauci and his boss. Getting rid of those two was

a big win.

Anyone see TGP this morning? Seems Brian Deese, who RRN lists as

being hanged last week, has ‘resigned’ from his job in the Biden

administration, with surprisingly, no new listed job to move on to.

Things are getting hotter…

Thanks for keeping us up to speed, MB!

Getting to be far too many to provide actors, doubles for.

 
The Deep-State is getting overwhelmed with losses.

I was also thinking that this Shimabukoru is low level enough to not

have a clone waiting in the closet. Regarding your previous post; do

you expect cooperation with allied nations would arrest Wolensky in

her country of choice; probably Romania, Ukraine, or Poland?

 
Thank you 🙏❤

Yes, some members of alliance such as Russia, already a sworn

enemy of the Globalist NWO. Or, perhaps if Wolensky has

committed crimes in an allied country, said country might decide

Wolensky was too hot to handle, and turn her over to the JAG courts.

Or a nation not in the alliance (the 3 you mention, although Ukraine

is not a nation) might offer to turn her over for a large bounty.

And Liber-Dee-Belle: If she’s in Belgium guaranteed she knew

exactly where to take refuge. No Nato isn’t going to give her up.

I think she did her homework prior to running. She is smart enough

not to escape to a country that has extradition to the USA.
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On a further note, many if not all of these yet to be arrested criminal

officials are wearing a US Marshall’s Service electronic ankle tether,

kept track of where ever they go, some prevented from boarding

airlines. It seems likely that many have already been extradicted back

to the JAG courts, which do not have all the protective restrictions of

the totally corrupt, bribe-taking US civilian Judiciary. Much Justice

has been served over the past 6 years bypassing that failed system.

Remember when Pelosi and gang were prevented from boarding a

military aircraft in January 2019 for their ‘7-day excursion’? I believe

she and several of her itinerary were wearing tethers at the time. Her

recent ‘visit’ to Ukraine May 1, 2022 appears to be entirely CGI,

Pelosi going nowhere. Then 8 months later, Pelosi was recently

hauled to Gitmo and executed December 27, 2022.

CDC Director Walensky is in Israel enjoying sanctuary like numerous

DS criminals and PEDOPHILES. WAKE -UP!

We can pray that a mistake is made where she travels out of her

safety zone, so the military can swoop up her nasty butt and take her

to Gitmo.

If the price on her head is high enough, SOMEBODY will give her

up!!! There is no honor among crooks…………..

Agree! Anyone see Tom Cruise lately, it’s definitely not him! Much

younger version of him.

Lots of resignations, lately. Some resign before being caught, some

are reported after. Can’t say they are dead, just “resigned”.

This probably means we are getting closer to the good guys winning

the war. The deep state can’t keep up the charade forever, as much as

they’d like to.

So far the good guys got 2 cloning labs according to MB & RRN? Is

there another in Ukraine, or Antarctica or somewhere else not

found? Usually they come in 3’s?
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I saw that earlier. They aren’t finding doubles to wear their masks for

a lot of these dead dogs!!

Good work. Now make him help you to get that Walensky trollop and

all their other cohorts.

Walls are closing IN on everyone

 
including the double & triple agents wearing white, grey or black hats

to play with average people… meaning us !

I wish the entire story will be told even if it takes days weeks or

months to tell all…

Everyone, the world deserve to know from A to Z

Thank you for the support, but it’s our policy that at an initial

comment is approved before people can post without getting the

pending approval message. This is to mitigate trolls and bots, to the

best of our ability.

Is there a protocol for the military to arrest DS scum when they have

fled the country. Are they out of the reach of the WH’s lawful arm?

Would a bounty on their ass drive them to keep moving? Just

wondering what it would take to arrest or nab Walensky once

located?

Don’t be so impatient. This RRN site is under constant Deep-State

attack, filled with DS agents, trolls, bots, and Mike is improving it

immensely. But 15 minutes is too short a time to get your grievance

answered, with Mike having his hands full.

Who controls the comments? HELL is a real place. Jesus spoke it out

23 times in the KJBible. You just lost one sponsor.

Thanks Mike for all you do. I tried to post Bible scipture and my post

was erased, by your comment adjuster or a DS hacker? Jesus asked

me 10 years ago to “comment” so I do that for the Savior. My job is to

get the hired DS hackers/trolls/mules/anti-family people to repent
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and then get SAVED by the blood of the Lamb. Prayer for their

conviction will haunt them everyday till they repent and give up to

Christ their soul. Hell is a real place no one shall enter.

I appreciate what you’re trying to do, at least if it’s genuine. I’ve

spent a lot of years in The Word and while I don’t yet consider myself

a scholar, I did learn some time back that as much as I want to get

people to repent and turn to Christ, not myself nor any human can

do so. All we can do is gently plant a small seed of idea or inspiration,

and it’s up to God to do the rest.

If that is your job , get to it, Bro, because you are not doing to good.

Really , looks like you will be getting canned. enough yapping.

Uh no. Hell was invented in the Middle Ages by the Vatican. The

original Bible used the two words Sheol, which was the old Jewish

underworld, and Hades, which was the Greek underworld. Neither

had any of the sadism of the much later Catholic invention. In both

cases it was just where the dead people went.

 
Hell was the Norse underworld originally, and that didn’t have any

sadism either. Also it was cold, not warm. Vikings loved warm

weather, so you had to scare them with even more cold if you wanted

to be effective. The transvestite Pope just borrowed a “new” word

from the Vikes and then decided to use that instead of the original

words in the Bible. And then he extorted dumb people to get dead

relatives out of “hell”.

but anyways, what does this have to do with who controls Baxter’s

comments? I think maybe there’s a carbon monoxide leak in your

house.

Maybe it is just his way of communicating displeasure , folks should

let him be as he is attempting dialogue with Michael Baxter and

those people that control RRN.
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How do we know if HELL even exists? Did early man see lava

erupting from the earth below and create a mythology called HELL?

Jesus’ words were compiled two centuries after his death when

Chritianty was forged and imposed on Roman citizens. I’m sure there

must have been some distortion of facts along the way. Freedom of

speech and thought is what we are striving for. Why is Mr. Baxter

supposed to to censor anyone? Why is it that a diffence of thought

infuriates people, that’s how Democrats behave. “I swear there ain’t

no Heaven and I pray ther ain’t no Hell but, I’ll never know by living

only my dying will tell, only my dying will tell.” Amen

Not many pics of him.

 
Remove 3 spaces.

https ://assets .zerohedge .com/s3fs-public/inline-

images/shimabukuro-870×522.jpg?itok=Fv_VWoZo

Rochelle Walensky with those wide psychotic eyes told on herself

from the beginning. She is a witch, she probably personally cast a

spell over those vaccine batches. However, she couldn’t lie very well

at all when she was on tv, anyone with discernment could tell she was

making it up as she went along. We got one, hopefully she is next!

I haven’t done any sort of poll, but I’m pretty sure I speak for most

Belgians when I say we don’t mind if you drop in and arrest

Walensky. In fact I have a long list of other people you can also arrest

if you ever land in Brussels. No reason to stop at Walensky.

If they’re connected to Biden and Harris and Blinken and Austin, or

the CDC or John Roberts, we’ll have at them!

Amazing there are so many evil people ok with genocide as long as

they don’t get caught. Wow just wow. Well done soldiers!

People have different reactions to evil. Gandalf and Saruman are the

same person, two different reactions to power and evil. Bilbo, Frodo

and Gollum are the same person, three different reactions to power
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and evil. It’s on a Bell curve too: very few become Gollum or Frodo,

most become Bilbo. Half-assed, milquetoast, irresponsible, selfish,

lazy etc.

But if you’re doing this stuff, you went full Gollum. If you didn’t you

wouldn’t be doing it, right? Just totally consumed.

ok, you don’t study middle earth then. there not the same people, lol

you calling gandalf evil?

It’s literature, not reality. You add the characters you need in order to

illustrate your points. I am saying that Saruman is Gandalf if he had

reacted to power and evil in a different way, just as Gollum is Frodo

if he had reacted differently.

The Cabal was always eager to harness technology in the pursuit of

their goal of Global Slavery and the end of Individual Sovereignty. In

yet another of many ironies, the Cabal has been pushed back to the

days of the Inca couriers who delivered messages that were only long

enough to remember. They have always needed hierarchy to function

and, now that their messages self-destruct, they are isolated, deaf,

dumb, and blind.

Delenda Est Coniurati.

The conspirators must be destroyed indeed. Thanks to off-world

help, the even more powerful dark ET conspirators have been / are

being dealt with. Thank God.

We can only hope! It would be like a breath of fresh air, and things

would sure move then, wouldn’t they? Because then they would have

to 🙂

Do yours, or better still show your proof as I have found none of what

you are saying.
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Nuremberg and the other 22 war-crimes trials of hundreds and

hundreds of Nazi war criminals that were held, had a very high

percentage of convictions, with only one conviction that I could find,

Alfred Jodl, who was found guilty and executed, who posthumously

had his conviction overturned about 7 years later. Some of the lesser-

known trials had more acquittals which is fine and is evidence that

the trial processes were at least reasonably fair.

It was released by Cristy Lane in 1980. Anne Murray may have done

it too. I don’t remember. Someone stole a brand new cd player out of

my car about 20 years ago that had a disc of Anne Murray’s in it. I

hope they listened and it planted a seed.

Sorry that happened. We as music lovers HATE that.

That’s why the newer cars have plugs for iPhones and Androids and

apps for Spotify and Pandora. No hardware thefts.

 
Plus the newer Mazdas and BMWs have anti-carjack tech to prevent

theft.

Hell yeah I love it when the military secretly arrests people I’ve never

heard of before in my entire life

I actually had heard of him almost exactly ten minutes before reading

this article. Apparently he is in the news to some extent.

In King Jehoshaphat’s time the Lord gave His people instructions to

focus on Him and do unconventional warfare by singing praises to

Him, while the LORD took down the deep state of their time.

“As they began to sing and praise, the LORD set up AMBUSHES

against the men of Ammon (globalists), and Moab (WHO), and the

men of Mount Seir (CDC) to destroy and ANNIHILATE them.

After they finished SLAUGHTERING the men from Seir (CDC) they

helped to destroy one another.
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When the men of Judah (America) came to the place that overlooks

the desert and looked towards the vast army, they saw only DEAD

BODIES lying on the ground; no one had escaped.”.

2 Chronicals chapter 20

I was recalling that just last night at our Bible study. God likes

thankful people.

I’ve always read the Old Testament the same way you read it. That’s

the only way I could get through it before everything started

happening.

From Prophet Bullock quoting scripture: From the beginning to the

end, and from the end to the beginning. God is cleaning up the

planet. I believe the delays folks complain of is God allowing a BRIEF

window of opportunity for repentence before judgment. Looks to me

like MOST of these folks are NOT availing themselves of God’s

forgiveness by humbling themselves before Him and confessing their

sins. It probably WON’T help them out in THIS life, but it could

make a difference in where they spend their eternity. The advice on

repentence goes for ALL of us.

My Sister in Christ, Jehovah Yahweh does not take pleasure in the

death of sinners but in their conversion that they may live and spend

eternity with him. That is his desire for all of mankind. Blessings

from the Real Delavic, 🙏🙏

Aren’t we supposed to also help clean up the planet by eradicating

the corruption that has plagued us for so long? We have to fight back

and do our parts, too. Trump does his part, we do our parts and God

does His part. We started doing that back in 2017 when we got the

new sheriff in town and it was fun IMO. I liked it when we got busy!

 
It makes sense for us to help lock up the bad guys, save the kids and

repeal bad laws. Covid and the shot mandates wrecked us horribly,

but some of us are bouncing back.

 
Just because repentance is necessary, it doesn’t mean we just sit
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around doing nothing all day and say sorry to God for sinning and

engaging in self-flagellation. It doesn’t mean we can’t exercise fruits

of repentance by getting off our duffs, fixing what is broken, cleaning

up the messes the slimy snakes, and seeking justice for the innocent

who have been wronged. we all have to work together.

 
THAT’S OUR JOB, TOO!

funny how my comment got downvoted which speaks true.

america is not the police world. america, china and russia are not

bosses. stop taking away people freedoms. russia wants annihilate

europe. why are you people encouraging genocide son european

population?

this is why im not a fool. or christian.

I don’t understand why the vaccines continue if the military is

arresting and executing people for vaccine crimes. I have a 4 month

old granddaughter whose parents will probably give her this vaccine

in 2 months unless it is stopped. I think it is criminal for the military

to let this go on, especially with the children.

Sending prayers too you that this dose not happen too you

granddaughter. Can you send them the suddenly died videos ?

Maybe look on their Facebook friends list and find the ones who are

against the bioweapons vaccine and have them talk too them … good

luck .. God bless us all Amen.

I have young grandchildren that I fear for as well. I try to warn them.

But Mom is a “conspiracy theorist”, even with a severely autistic 4

year-old who was fine before his 18 mo. Shots, because the doctor

told them it was genetic.😭

FREAKING LIAR!

 
One mother with triplets took her babies in for their well-baby

checks –this one included the shots. Those babies were always

happy, always active and engaged, every day was a party before the
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shots. after the kids got the shots, they got sick and autistic and were

no longer active and happy. That mother was in tears wen she told

the story. The father said the doctors blamed the kids’ sicknesses

from the vaccines on genetics, saying they had bad genes. One can

use the arguments for a single child after the shot, but not all three

healthy kids at the same time after the shots. And when the parents

refused to take the babies in further shots after they got sick, the

clinic banned them from any more well-baby visits. No apologies

from the doctor, nothing. It’s either get the shots, or no treatment

and checkups.

Mother has no regrets not going to the clinic, but her kids are

wrecked for life.

Please do not give up. Warn them explicitly of the dangers of the clot

shot. Yes, they have free will to decide for their child, but as a

grandmother you have a say in the child’s life as well; that’s your

family member, too. Get all the information you can about how

deadly this shot is and give it to them to research for themselves. A

second opinion never hurts. That just might change their minds.

 
Check out Stew Peters’ interviews with the following doctors on

redvoicemedia.com:

Dr. Jane Ruby

 
Dr. Zalenko

Dr. Carrie Madej

 
Dr. Stella Immanuel

 
Dr. Simone Gold

 
Robert F, Kennedy Jnr.

 
Dr. Wodarg

 
Dr. Judy Mikovits

 
Reiner Fullmich series on Brighteon TV

Also the documentary “Died Suddenly.”

Audi altera pas, hear the other side.
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And, Xena, may I suggest that you include the name of Dr. Lee

Merritt, whose work on Chlorine Dioxide and Covid as artificial-

parasite (engineered G.E. Siloxane hydrogel) should get at least

honorable mention? wwg1wga

Thanks, WrongWay.

There is a whole slew of interviews by Dr. Merritt on what you

mention on the artificial-parasite. but this one speaks of parasites

speaks on it as well:

rumble.com slash v1pd6x9-dr-lee-merritt-parasite-protocol-the-

new-parasite-paradigm-october-20th-202.html

The deep state pharma pigs hate anti-parasiticals, and we wonder

why parasites are in the shots.

What Big Pharma, the CDC, etc. did with the vaccines was criminal!

However, the fact of the matter is that people were created by God

with Free Will! EVERYONE on the planet has had a RIGHT to refuse

the vaccine! You may have had to give up a job or be excluded from

something you wanted, but EVERYONE had a right to refuse. It is

imperative upon US to stand up and say, “HELL, NO!”

Not just Big Pharma, the CDC and the WHO (Tedros admitted on

camera the shots kill children and he is pushing the shots on us

ANYWAY).

 
The doctors had a responsibility to NOT force, NOT coerce, NOT

blackmail AND NOT threaten the patients with no treatments for

refusing the shots. That goes against the UHDR, UN Charter,

Declaration of Geneva 2017, Syracuse Protocol and the Nuremberg

Code. Not to mention the fact that the Hippocratic Oath’s first

sentence says “First do no harm.”

 
One lady says, “Don’t judge me for giving the people shots at the

pharmacy. I have bills to pay and kids to feed.”

 
So for $600 a head you’re willing to kill for money? Even knowing

the shots don’t work, as one pharmacist honestly told one person
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asking about the shot?

If you’re INTENTIONALLY harming the patient for a check, even if

they refuse in writing, and refuse verbally, and you make them get

jabbed or else no medical/dental treatment, you’ve got issues!!

Thanks to all the men and women of the United States military, you

stand between the killers and us.

Just as the scriptures have ALWAYS said: Be sure your SIN will find

you out! You can RUN, but you CANNOT hide from Almighty God.

He has seen it all!

Too bad you can’t kill those responsible for all the vaccine deaths

twice. There are so many funerals at the 2 cemeteries near me.

Prophetess Julie Greene spoke the other day about the PLAGUES

that God loosed upon Pharoah and the Egyptians who were enslaving

the nation of Israel. For those who followed God and obeyed, the

plagues that God loosed upon Egypt NEVER touched the Israelites,

but visited ONLY the Egyptians. Let that be a lesson for us. If you are

in the Lord (Christ), and you walk closely with Him and obey him,

the weapons of your enemies and plagues sent to be upon your

enemies will NOT harm you! Don’t be a ye of little faith. Keep the

faith and continue to pray!

Not to mention the thousands of funerals in China There are so many

excess deaths from the CLOTSHOTS (never let anybody tell you it’s

from COVID because that’s a lie), that there are people lining up a

couple of blocks down from the funeral parlor doors, just to say

goodbye to their family members and friends. And the crematoriums

are burning 543 corpses a day, and they STILL can’t keep up with the

death rates. There are rooms full of coffins, some stacked one on top

of the other, waiting for viewing and cremating. Not enough grave

diggers available and not enough graveyards to put them in and not

enough headstones to carve out.
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This is happening on Xi Jinpeng’s watch, he wanted zero-Covid rates

and look where that got him. And he wants us to trust him in an

alliance? I SAY NO!

If you give a little Jap a code book,you should know he is going to

turn Kamikaze and crash and burn.

Well in this case, you give a little jew a code book and the little jew

flees to Israel and still acts like the little jew is still in charge and

giving orders. And the dumb fucks at the CDC are still carrying out

the little jew’s orders. wtf

Demonstrate they are jews, first.

…you don’t appear qualified to pick them out of a crowd on-sight.

 
….just because a Nazi claims to be a Jew, doesn’t make them a

Jew….but Nazis prefer spitting first, ask questions later.

so jews can’t be evil only nazis whop are basically germans?

you calling all germans evil?

so jews can’t be evil? lol. you didn’t study history then.

Of course, Rabbinic Jews don’t have a different number of teeth in

our heads. The unreasonable part of your assertion is you assume all

Rabbinic Jews are inherently evil.

here’s some history you don’t know. When George Washington’s

Continental Army was freezing to death at Valley Force, Jews sold

War Bonds in the Synagogues to fund the revolutionary war…we are

spanish Jews who helped build this COUNTRY from the very

beginning.

*Some* jews, my family included, have shed blood in every war since

the revolutionary war.

Pull your skirt up, your stereotypes are showing.

haha.
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nice joke.

imagine defending the jews past.

yet. you rejected hitler so called art from a school he was going to

attend. that right there created ww2.

im starting to wonder if jews are the true bad guys.

Well said, I would say. Nothing against you Dave. Just against the

real Nazis. Nothing more abhorrant than a Nazi. They stink real bad.

Hymie is a LIAR, he is a payed propagandist , most likely with

American TAXPAYER DOLLARS, Possibly he is with the IDF , ADL

or SPLC , this is how they operate and infiltrate. Zionist satanist jews

, practitioners of Judaism cult , they worship satan ,they conspire to

enslave all of humanity that is not jew, with the ultimate agenda of

DESTROYING ALL OF HUMANITY and GODS CREATION. They

are the perpetrators of the MASS GLOBAL GENOCIDE OF

HUMANITY that is happening right now

Hayyim I am MORE THAN QUALIFIED, You do not have a clue, so

stay in your lane, because you know jack shit. Walensky is a fucking

jew, do some research or looking , I have not said anything about

NAZIs just yet, you brought that up. Humm why is that? Are you

attempting to push a BULLSHIT NARRATIVE? Looks that way,

ATTEMPTING TO CAST LABELS , seems we have another PAID

PROPAGANDIST here. FUCK YOU AND YOUR CONTROLLERS

Hayyim or is it Hymie , you trolling for the IDF , ADL , or SPLC. ARE

THE AMERICAN TAXPAYERS subsidizing you. COCK-SUCKER!

One more down… thousand to go!

Keep up the great work! I look forward to the new updates that seem

to be coming at a faster pace now. Keep chugging along… the people

deserve answers and closure to the greatest hoax of deception to

humanity.
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We would like an update on General Berger also if at all possible. We

pray for him every day.

Send the seals into Brussels in the middle of the night. That would

strike fear into many.

I have a BS in Economics and Statistics. Just yesterday I was looking

at Bernard Ostle’s, “Statistics in Research”. The book was published

in 1963. Chapter 10 discusses the difficulties in setting up a valid

experimental design. It was obvious to me when the Covid vaccine

came out, and I have never overseen an experiment, that this

“vaccine” could not have been validly tested or approved for use. I

didn’t know what it was, but I knew it was up to no good. I hope and

I’ll pray that Dr. Shimabukaro, has an attack of conscience and

shares what he knows of this, for the sake of his soul and that of the

billions of people who unwittingly took it.

As I always say, without data, you are just another guy (gal) with an

opinion.

There was PLENTY of data on this one, MADE UP data, not actual

testing. Believe God and ignore the rest of these “SCIENTISTS”!

Except that the shitbags have been planning this one for many

decades. I needed no data to know exactly what “covid” and the

“vaccine” was.

Dr. Lee Merritt says the vac & the testing swabs contain a synthetic

parasite and that Deep State crews in trucks and planes spray along

interstate highways and above cities and that other crews load it into

the water supply. Having said this, it would seem to be “cruel and

unusual” if the punishment became a simple hanging.

If Dr. Shimasbukaro decides to turn to the side of light, he should be

given mercy if he speaks frankly and provides evidence to the

criminal conspiracy. Anyone simply spitting in the White Hats eyes

has to be executed.
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“On a January 18 call, Shimabukuro went full meltdown, saying in

English, “…The House is going to know that we know vaccines have

caused irreparable harm to over 500,000 people. When they find

out, I’m fu**** while you’re safe. You promised we’d be protected,

that I’d be protected.”

 
“You idiot,” Walensky replied and hung up.”

WALENKSY, YOU’RE NEXT!

Welcome back, Michael, Glad you’re okay Please continue,

As always thank you for your faithfulness in your articles.However,

they’ll either slide their technological capabilities into his place and

keep successfully destroying and making war on the USA.Until and

unless they’re deposed from power they remain undiminished,in

power,and in control.As long as Marxist Statist dems and rinos can

reign over us in their idyllic hell that’s where we’ll be consigned to

serve their interests and not our inherently recognized freedoms and

opportunities to prosper.

May God hang them and damn them all to hell, to include pastors

who signed the CRT non disclosure agreements, the voting

constituency of Obama, all doctors and people who pushed the

narrative, and any and all U.S. military member or politician who is

unrepentant for following this 666 mark of the beast narrative.

Shimabukuro. The article said that Tom wasn’t who they were

hoping for……I say are you kidding me, this is a Bonnie and Clyde

duo…..

From Deputy CDC Director to Detainee in one swift move. A luxury

suit and tie to an ill fitted orange jumpsuit. The finest view out any

corporate office window to watching geckos cross your cell ceiling.

More?
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Walensky will slip up like all the rest of the demons who fled this

country. Look at Dick Cheney….he was out of the country but he

thought he could sneak back in for a Christmas with his loving

family. It didn’t end well for him and it won’t for her either. In any

event, this second in command demon is a really good catch.

Basically, he knows everything and he knows where she is. The White

Hats and DJT just keep on being awesome and catching these

demonic creatures. He knows he is part of a plan to wipe out a huge

section of the population. I pray that as soon as all of this is

concluded, there will no longer be a CDC!! Walensky, your number

has been called and it won’t be long. Same to Gen. Mattis…..your

number has been called and you know it. The fear of DJT and the

White Hats is at an all time high. Thank you God for exposing these

monsters more and more. They can’t even stick to their own scripts.

Being evil doesn’t mean smart.

I agreed with everything you say but they’re not coming back on their

own in any fashion covert or otherwise. I’m sure they already know

about Cheney and probably also read several comments on Here

along those lines.

I was referring to him coming back around Christmas and they got

him as he entered the country. He has been executed already at

GITMO. Michael has earlier posts about it.

The “several comments on Here” I was referring to actually meant

the several comments regarding Milly, MATTIS, and also Walensky

returning by stealth for Christmas visits upon which everyone’s

eagerly waiting to pounce. I’m sure they get wind of these comments

and take it as stern warning, if Cheney wasn’t enough to alert them.

Don’t fear DJT and the White Hats, FEAR GOD! THAT is the

beginning of WISDOM!
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We get you, but these dirtbags don’t, Their dark lord is Lucifer, who

is lord over Baal, who is lord over Obama, who is pulling all of their

strings. They need swift and severe punishment via execution,

because they tried to mass-execute us all. WE ARE NOT

GENOCIDAL TRAGEDIES. they made their choice on which lord

they serve and it isn’t the One who redeemed us and Whom we serve.

They have to live with the consequences of their choices in eternity

period.

Unfortunately some of these scumbags are very smart, and that takes

a lot more work to catch them.

One by one they continue to go down. Can’t wait until the general

public finally wakes up to what is going on right under their noses.

Well done Vice Adm. Crandall and Gen. Smith.

Put his head in a cage with 3 starving sewer rats. I’ll take bets he will

talk and squeal with facts about Wilensky and her whereabouts.

This arrest is irrelevant as the vax is still being dispensed. Arrest is a

pimple on the rats ass in the grand scheme of things.

If alleged Commander in Chief had testicular fortitude, he would

make the grand announcement conserning vax harm, bringing to

abrupt halt.

I’m tired of breaking my ass, taking risk while leafleting the

Scopolamine & Wasp Venom articles, costing me much, also

temporarily cuffed & stuffed a few times while Commander in Chief

stands idle, in having express knowledge and direct evidence vax is

poison.

Something isn’t kosher, starting to believe the Commander in Chief

is compromised, that lack testicles in his scrotum.

Myself would give the Commander in Chief one of my testicles for the

greater good, though without doubt it won’t fit in his sack.
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DJT is ABSOLUTELY COMPROMISED, COUNT ON IT. White Hats

are not saying anything on the matter for now. DJT has DIVIDED

LOYALTIES, THIS IS HIS PROBLEM, DJT is a DECEIVER , THIS IS

HIS END.

Well John.S I think what you are saying is that he needs to strap on

his balls. With Dominion voting machines he doesn’t stand a chance.

We know it. He knows it. WTF? So now what? Thank you John S. for

the offer of a donation of one of your precious testicles, lol. Too

funny!

The dead can’t speak ! The police didn’t care. No attorney wanted to

hear my plea. The Vax company denied. My warnings fell on deaf

ears to health dept administrator, Facebook deleted my warning. I

knew from the beginning because SHINGRIX vaccine almost killed

us just before Covid crisis hit. Now we are irreparably injured. It’s in

Gods hands now.

 
RIP daddy and several classmates who died suddenly !

Unless you’re a child I don’t think you’ll get much sympathy. Anyone

who takes a shot from Bill Gates, or even does a single thing he says,

is either suicidal or stupid. Nature has room for neither.

WOW Traitors really are everywhere! God Bless the USA and may He

continue to Bless the United States Military! ���

Thank GOD and Thank The United States Marines, And Thank you

Michael Baxter.

 
One by One…Now they need to squeeze info out of this traitor.

Skvělá vojenská práce pro získání Shimabukuro. Spolu s Walenským

je zodpovědný za nevýslovné množství smrti a utrpení obyvatel, kteří

věřili jejich „bezpečnému a účinnému“ vyprávění o bodnutích. A

nevýslovný počet těch, kteří byli nuceni nebo měli pocit, že nemají

jinou možnost, než vzít bodnutí nebo nemají práci, kteří trpí

neblahými následky. Zaslouží si soud za zradu. Myslím, že i zločiny

proti lidskosti se hodí.
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